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WELCOME to the world of Maurice Lacroix! By exploring this 
catalogue, you will discover the watches that we proudly handcraft in our Manufacture 
in Saignelégier, Switzerland. Maurice Lacroix is a young-minded, resourceful Swiss 
company with a rich watchmaking heritage. 

As a company, we believe that great design should be iconic and that Swiss timepieces 
ought to be affordable. All of our timepieces are conceived and assembled in-house, 
upholding the best quality standards and fulfilling our promise of high perceived value. 

To possess a Maurice Lacroix is to enjoy a “MASTERPIECE every day”.

We would like to invite you to discover our world.



MASTER YOUR TIME The timepieces in the 
MASTERPIECE Collection are the perfect synthesis of Maurice Lacroix know-how 
and are anchored in an urban, dynamic and elegant 21st century.

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-embrace-40mm-mp6068-ss001-160-1


GRAVITY

ML230 
AUTOMATIC 
MANUFACTURE 
MOVEMENT
Ø 43mm 

YOUR TIME
IS SUBJECT TO THE 
FORCE OF GRAVITY.

MP6118-SS001-115-1

98

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=mp6118
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHXFAVDpPIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHXFAVDpPIE


1110

CHRONOGRAPH SKELETON 

ML206
AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT 
Ø 45mm 

MP6028-PS101-001-1

MP6028-SS001-001-1 

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=mp6028
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-chronograph-skeleton-45mm-mp6028-ps101-001-1


SKELETON

MP7228-SS001-003-1

MP7228-SS001-000-1

1312

MP7228-SS001-004-1

YOUR TIME IS 
IMPOSSIBLE
TO IGNORE.

ML134
MANUAL 
MANUFACTURE 
MOVEMENT
Ø 43mm 

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-skeleton-43mm-mp7228-ss001-000-1
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=mp7228
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-skeleton-43mm-mp7228-ss001-004-1




1716

SQUARE WHEEL
RETROGRADE 

MP6058-SS001-310-1

MP6058-SS001-110-1

YOUR TIME
IS SEDUCTIVELY
SQUARE.

ML258
AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT 
Ø 43mm 
IN-HOUSE     
MODULE

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=MP6058
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=MP6058


https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=MP6058


2120

EMBRACE

MP6068-SS001-160-1

MP6068-SS001-430-1

YOUR TIME
IS POETICALLY
SQUARE.

ML258
AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT 
Ø 40mm 
IN-HOUSE     
MODULE

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-embrace-40mm-mp6068-ss001-160-1
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-embrace-40mm-mp6068-ss001-430-1


https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-embrace-40mm-mp6068-ss001-430-1


2524

MOON DOUBLE
RETROGRADE 

MP6608-SS001-410-1

MP6608-SS001-110-1
ML292
AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT 
Ø 43mm 
IN-HOUSE     
MODULE

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-moonphase-retrograde-43mm-mp6608-ss001-410-1
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-masterpiece/masterpiece-moonphase-retrograde-43mm-mp6608-ss001-110-1


2726

TRIPLE RETROGRADE 

MP6538-SS001-110-1

MP6538-SS001-310-1
ML292
AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT 
Ø 43mm 
IN-HOUSE     
MODULE

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=mp6538
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/catalogsearch/result/?q=mp6538


BE YOUR AIKON Few watches are regarded as an 
icon. The aspiration to create a watch that is immediately recognised by many, 
purely by seeing its unique design, is shared by all watch companies. In the 1990s, 
Maurice Lacroix had such a watch, the Calypso. This iconic timepiece graced the 
wrists of many style-conscious wearers and proved very successful. 

In 2016, the progressive watch company, Maurice Lacroix, has updated this iconic 
watch, aptly named the AIKON; a timepiece with a new, contemporary design, 
honed to modern tastes. 

After AIKON Quartz in 2016 and the automatic line in 2018, Maurice Lacroix 
opens the year with two new models that unite the brand’s tradition of unique 
innovation with a contemporary, urban aesthetic. 

Presenting the AIKON Mercury, the first watch in the sports elegance collection 
of Maurice Lacroix to embody the spirit of the emblematic Masterpiece fine time-
pieces with a world premiere and patented display that embodies the complex 
nature of time. 

The AIKON concept takes on a new shape with the AIKON Venturer. It features all 
the components of the AIKON spirit: comfort, design and visual impact. This robust 
piece is designed for the intense, fast-paced life of major metropolises. Its modern 
characteristics are a perfect match for the workers who breathe life into the city.

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-aikon/aikon-automatic-42mm-ai6008-ss002-430-1


MERCURY

AI6088-SS002-030-1
DELIVERED WITH STAINLESS 
STEEL BRACELET AND
ALLIGATOR LEATHER STRAP

3130

ML225
AUTOMATIC  
MOVEMENT 
Ø 44mm 
IN-HOUSE PATENTED 
TIME MEMORY MODULE

TIME ITSELF At first glance, the AIKON Mercury appears 
to be a normal watch, with central hours and minutes and small 
seconds at the six o’clock position. With the slightest tilt, however, 
the hour and minute hands spin freely, abandoning their chronometric 
duties. Hold the AIKON Mercury upright, and the hands fall back 
and give correct time.

This is the secret of the AIKON Mercury. Like time, it slips away 
when you’re not paying attention. Like time, it reasserts itself when 
you need it.

https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-aikon/aikon-automatic-mercury-44mm
https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-aikon/aikon-automatic-mercury-44mm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMS53wjxmgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OxpyMMeEpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OxpyMMeEpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMS53wjxmgc


https://www.mauricelacroix.com/ch_en/watches/watches-aikon/aikon-automatic-mercury-44mm

